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Wrangling suggestions with explanations 
 

Select a suggestions to view translated 
script and a preview of the transformed data
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Data wrangling is time consuming

Automatic wrangling has several challenges

 recommends data-wrangling scripts in a nutshell

enables human-in-the-loop wrangling 

achieves 53% accuracy

CoWrangler CoWrangler

I want to split the values using semicolons. But how do I deal with 
the third row, which has fewer splits?

Editing the scripts generated by CoWrangler
Expressing intent by example [1]

Data scientists can customize and interact with CoWrangler suggestions by

Predictive Synthesis to learn & suggest valid transformations [2]
Ranking suggestions based on measurable data quality improvements
Smart translation to generate performant scripts, using vector APIs

CoWrangler's vocabulary supports 33% operations
Suggestions are accurate in 53.4% cases

Benchmark: 2248 pandas operations from 730 Kaggle notebooks

Translated scripts for suggestions 
 

CoWrangler generates performant scripts, with 
comments and meaningful variable names

CoWrangler

References

User provides an example to extract month

CoWrangler extrapolates values for all rows
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My script worked after searching the web! Setting the expand parameter
to True lets each missing split occupy a column.

It took me 10 minutes to wrangle just one column. There are 8 more!

How to pick relevant wrangling transformations from
the enormous space of valid transformations?
What metric to use to rank them?
How to translate them to human-readable scripts?
How to make the scripts indistinguishable from
human-authored scripts?
How to make sure the scripts are performant?

How do I know if my script is working properly? Is my data clean now?

How will I navigate this API jungle? There are so many APIs and parameters!
How do I debug cryptic error messages like ValueError?
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